Uniform free topological groups and Samuel compactifications  by Nummela, Eric C.
j The uaiforasr frcaf tiqologicalt group over 8 uniform ce fiX is e~~~~~~~~ in thecniform free 
top&q&+ pffoup over the Samuel compactification of &X if and only if &X is ~~~~~~~~~~~ct. 
Several consequences of this result are explored. 
Tk theory of free topological groups was initiated by Markov [I *1] and Graev 
[Sj in the early 1940s. Since that tim?, and particularly in the last decade, the 
theory h As been greatly expanded, althaugh many intriguing questions remain 
unansw(cred. (See [18] for a comprehensive bibiiography up to 1976.) The purpose 
of tinis article is to tie together a few 1-e ends by combining some ideas of the 
aS due to-Nakayama [13] and Samuel [15]. 
We &I assume that the reader is fa.miliar with the basic facts about both Markov 
and Graev free topological groups, Our notation and terminology, except wht:n 
hot&d, will confdmn to that of Bourbaki [l]. Thus a completely regular space is, 
by’definition, a Hausdorff uniformizabie space, (We will simpiify matte?s in the 
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~hesmlg I. Let PX be Q uniform space. 77m dm-~ dsts a tqpdogical group Ffl 
such that 
(i) X is a closed subsp~e of F+, and the (tw-sided) uniformity of Ffl induces 
tht uniformity ~1 on X; 
(ii) algebraically, F&Y is the free group over thle set X ; 
(iii) for every topological group G and every unijbdy canrjnl(ous furret&& f : fl I+ 
T-G, there exU;sts a unique (necessarily ur.ifonmly) continuous hcmomorphism 
7: FpX -p G extending f. 
Condition (iii) determines ht;zX uniquely up to an isomorphism of topological 
groups which fixes X pointwise. 
A theorem similar to Theorem 1, using the right uniformity of a topological 
group instead of its two-sided uniformity, wag proved by Wcayama in 1943 [13, 
Theorem 41; see also [9] and [ 161. Nakayama’s proof ued multi-norms, 8technique 
which could be modified to prove Theorem 1. A proof that avoids that tedious 
modification might go like this: On the free groulp F over the set X take the finest 
topoiogy in the set r of aii group topologies on F for which the inclusion of 
generators PX + 7F is uniformly continuous. We note that one topology in T is a 
topology for which the right and left uniformities tmincide, and that lfrx is uniformly 
embedded in F relative to that topology [12, 131. Thus fl is uniformly embedded 
in F relative to the finest topology in T. 
We modify Nakayama’s terminology, and call the FpX of Theorem 1 the uniform 
free topological group over l,cX, or the u-free group over hXP for short. 
emaak I. (i) Each distinct uniformity p compatible with the topology of 8 
completely regular space X will give rise to a distinct u -free group F’JLK In COLSC. 
the uniformity is the fines: possible one, denoted by ~0 and called the universal 
uniformity of X, then F&Y is simply the usual Markov f Fee topolo 
over X (since any continuous function from X into a ur iform spa 
continuous relative to ~0). 
(ii) Although Graev’s work came later than Nakayama’s, it is clear that by t&kin 
only base-point preserving uniformly continuous functions we can produ 
ama-style generalization f the usual Graev free topo 
Thus, when we speak of (uniform or not) free topol 
consistently supply either of the words ’ arkov’ or ‘Graev’. 
discrete topological space. The 
Condition (iii) determines 
X pointwise. 
X uniquely up to ism which Gxes 
Theorem 2 was proved in 1948 by Samuel [15 
9 1, Exercise 61. Following J. Isbell, we will call 
offl* 
emark 2. (i) Perhaps the simplest way of describin is as the coarsest Uniformity 
on X which preserves the uniform continuity of all iformiy continuous functions 
f :fl-m 11. 
(ii) As is customary, we denote &A&X simply by /3X, and call it the Stone-eec 
compactification f X. 
2. In the context of Example 1, 7i~ =& 
Usually, however, $@ is not so easily identified. For example, rf p denotes the 
additive uniformity on the t R of real numbers, then p * is strictly coarser than 
mu* and strictly finer than t uniformities induced by either the one- or two-point 
compactifications of R. 
1. 
For any completely regular space X, the embedding X -* #IX induces ac~.Mimmas 
in jeotive homomorphism Fx + #)9X; thus it is possible ito use he k+tr w%we of 
F’ to deduce certain properties of RX. (This was first done by Samuel [16]; see 
also [2, 6, 171.) In the context of u-free groups, we have the continrlous itsjective 
homomorphism FpX + FjT3p *X. The following theorem tlells when this injection is 
an embedding. 
Theorem 3. &et fiXbe Q uniform space. Then bhs continuo&c;r: in&ctive homomorphic 
F,uX -+ Fpp *X is an embedding if and only if p == p”. 
IWO%. If p* is strictly coarser than F, then the topology on Fc,l*X is strictly comer 
than that on FpX. Thus the composition Ffl-* F@*X+F(3g”X is net an 
em bedding. 
Conversely, suppose fi = fi *. Then FgX = Fp *X. The fact that Fp *X is embed- 
ded in Fpp*X is a consequence of the following more general theorem. 
Let G be a topological group (with two-sided uniformity ?), Zet X i & a 
srhet of G with r]X = p, and let 2 be the closure of X in G with T lx = v. Then 
(i) (r?) = Fv~ implies (X) = F&X, and 
(ii) (X) = FpX implies (x) = F&. 
roof. We have split the statement of this theor,em into two parts for ease of later 
To prove part (i), assume (x’) =_F& let H be a topological group, and let 
f : PX -+ H be uniformly continuous. Then f extends uniquely to a uniformly 
continuous function fl: ZJX + Ej; and f extends uniquely to a continuous 
homomorphism 3: Ike + I?‘. Since r(X) = f(X) = f (X) E H, then the restrktion 
and corestriction f: F/&X + H is a unique extension of f to a continuous 
hl-3momorphism. Thus (X) satisfies the universal property of F&Y. 
To prove part (ii), assume (X) = FpX, let H be a topological group, and let 
f : vx + H be uniformly continuous. Then f IX induces a unique continuous 
homomorphism g : (X) --* H. Now g extends uniquely to a continuous homomorph- 
ism g : (x> + I? But g 1 x = f [ X, and hence $12 = f, Since f (8) s H, then &(z)) SE 
N. Thus (;“?> satisfies the universal property of 
is afi em!wdding; 
(iii) ~0 iF a prixompact uniformity on X; 
f. The equivalence of the first four con 
By definition, X is pseudocompact if and 
function on X is bounded. Thus condition (v 
Finally, conditions (v) and (vi) are equivalen 
if and only if it is precompact in any camp 
Exercise 211; 4, p. 2371. 
The fact that condition (v) of Corollary 1 implies condiGs* (i j is 
of the main theorem of [2], in which it is additionally hyitothesized 
power of X is pseudocompact. We also obtain a generalizlation of [3, 
CwMary 2. If X is pseudocompact and stronqEy O-dir.tensional, th ’ is O- 
dimensional. 
Proof. By definition, X _ i strongly O-dimensional if and only if /3X is O-dimensional. 
Further, if K is compact and O-dimensional, then F3y is 0 .dimensional[3, Theorem 
1.3). Our hypotheses thus imply that FX is embedded in the O-dimensional 
and hence is itself O-dimensional. 
E pie 1 (revisited). lrb X is an infinite discrete space, then pO* = V. Thus FpO*X = 
FvX is embedded in J$FO*X = FpX. Since X is strongly O-dimensional, then Fp-Iy 
is O-dimensional. Thus FwX is O-dimensional (but not discrete). 
In [M] Samuel proved that if X is a corapletely regular spaccz, if Y c: X, and if 
X = &JOY, then FIV = (Y) G RX. This result is a special case of the fo~~ow~~g 
coroll-ry to part (i) of Theo 
(or, indeed, on any subs 
use 
82 EC N~rnmcla / U’.*fom jhw tqdo&-t~ @W@’ 
uniformity on a r,c)n-compact kti-spaco ia not pymmgtt?cJt (in&& it&&ready 
complete); and by ?oroUary 3, we ttn0w that the image of EK in &3X is F~$X. 
In a similar vein, -Hunt and Morris [?a proved that if 1 is the closed ur&.~nter~I 
and I” is the open b,tnit nterval, then (1*), considered as a sub up of RI, is not 
R free topological gr sup over any space of generators. Again, houvevc~+ we; tmi *jay 
that (I”) = FpI”, where F is the unifortity un I” iaherited ,m. b, -I j 
Hunt and Morris’ nearly proved a special case of part (ii) of t)[theorem 4 in 17). 
They proved that if’ G is a topologica% group, if X s 0, and if (;X> = Ex, then (2) 
satisfies a universal property relative to continuous functiorS.from J!i! into top@& 
cal groups H admitting a right completion, By using t~~~&ied eozr@&ns, 
Theorem 4 (ii) yields the result hey were looking for. 
roof. We use the .notation of Theorem 4(ii). ff (2C) = KY, then the uniformity ~1 
on X is the universal one. Since ,ruX s 2 S&.X, then the uniformity Y 00 2 is 
also the u;Cversal one. Hence (g) = F& = a j 
To show that there are some loose ends remaining yet, we end with this question: 
if X is compact, ak,-ispace, or discrets, then p& is wmplete, and EY =Fj&X is 
also complete (relative to the right, left, or two-sided uniformity). In general, if 
the uniform space &Y is complete, is F&K complete (at least relative to the 
two-sided uniformity)? An affirmative answer would yield the nice resuh that the 
(two-sided) completion of FpX is F&LX. Notice that the answer is afSrmative in 
case X is pseudocompact nd p is any compatible uniform&y. 
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